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Abstract A framework for constructing robust oneclass classification models is proposed in the paper. It is
based on Walley’s imprecise extensions of contaminated
models which produce a set of probability distributions
of data points instead of a single empirical distribution.
The minimax and minimin strategies are used to choose
an optimal probability distribution from the set and
to construct optimal separating functions. It is shown
that an algorithm for computing optimal parameters is
determined by extreme points of the probability set and
is reduced to a finite number of standard SVM tasks
with weighted data points. Important special cases of
the models, including pari-mutuel, constant odd-ratio,
contaminated models and Kolmogorov-Smirnov bounds
are studied. Experimental results with synthetic and
real data illustrate the proposed models.
Keywords Machine learning · Novelty detection ·
Classification · Minimax strategy · Support vector
machine · Quadratic programming

1 Introduction
A special important problem of the statistical machine
learning is the classification problem which can be regarded as a task of classifying some objects into classes
(group) in accordance with their properties or features.
However, for many real-world problems, the task is not
to classify but to detect novel or abnormal instances
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[7, 8, 12, 30, 32]. Comprehensive and interesting reviews
of the novelty detection approaches are provided by
Markou and Singh [25], by Bartkowiak [1], by Khan and
Madden [20], by Hodge and Austin [17]. Novelty detection is the identification of new or unknown data that a
machine learning system is not aware of during training.
In particular, it aims to detect anomalous observations
[10, 11, 33]. It should be noted that a typical feature of
novelty detection models is that only unlabeled samples
are available. We make some assumptions on anomalies
in order to distinguish between normal and anomalous
future observations. One of the most common ways to
define anomalies is by saying that anomalies are not
concentrated [31]. The problem of statistical outlier detection is also closely related to that of novelty detection.
The first way to solve the novelty detection problem
is to estimate the real-valued density of the data and
then threshold it at some value. It is pointed out by
many authors (see, for instance, [12]) that this way is
likely to fail for sparse high-dimensional data. A better way is to model the support of the (unknown) data
distribution directly from data, that is, to estimate a
binary-valued function f that is positive in a region
where the density is high, and negative elsewhere. This
leads to a single-class learning formulation. The function allows us to specify the region in the input space
where the data are explained by the model. Sample
points outside this region can be regarded as anomalous observations.
Accepting novelty detection as the one-class classification (OCC), a lot of novelty detection models using
kernel-based methods in the framework of the support
vector machine (SVM) have been proposed. These models are called OCC SVMs. There are two main foundation approaches for constructing the OCC SVM. The
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first approach is proposed by Tax and Duin [35, 34].
This is one of the well-known novelty detection models, which can be regarded as an unsupervised learning
problem. Tax and Duin [35, 34] solve the OCC problem
by distinguishing the positive class from all other possible data points. They find a hyper-sphere around the
positive class data that contain almost all points in the
data set with the minimum radius. This approach is
called the Support Vector Data Description. In a nutshell, the approach considers the trade-off between the
number of errors made on the training set (number of
target objects rejected) and the size of the sphere (its
radius). By adapting the kernel function, this approach
becomes more flexible than just a sphere in the input
space. Markou and Singh [25] pointed out that a drawback of the approach is that it often requires a large
data set.
An alternative way to geometrically enclose a fraction of the training data is via a hyperplane and its
relationship to the origin proposed by Scholkopf et al.
[30,32]. Under this approach, a hyperplane is used to
separate the training data from the origin with maximal
margin, i.e., the objective is to separate off the region
containing the data points from the surface region containing no data. Here the authors consider the tradeoff between the number of errors made on the training
set (number of target objects rejected) and the margin
separation between the training points and the origin.
This is achieved by constructing a hyperplane which is
maximally distant from the origin with all data points
lying on the opposite side from the origin. The data
is mapped into the feature space corresponding to the
kernel and is separated from the origin with maximum
margin.
There are other interesting novelty detection or OCC
models (see for instance, [5, 8, 21]), which are efficient in
many applications. In particular, Campbell and Bennett [8] propose a linear programming approach to the
OCC problem, which is much simpler than the standard quadratic programming in the OCC SVM. Kwok,
Tsang and Zurada [21] propose the so-called single-class
minimax probability machines which offer robust novelty detection with distribution-free worst case bounds
on the probability that a pattern will fall inside the normal region. Bicego and Figueiredo [5] study a weighted
OCC model. According to their approach, every data
point has a weight indicating the importance assigned
to each point of the training set. A question of getting the corresponding weights for every point is a main
drawback of the approach.
In order to overcome some difficulties concerning the
weighted OCC model, a general approach for constructing the imprecise robust OCC models is proposed in the

paper. A main idea of the approach is to replace the empirical probability distribution which is exploited in the
standard SVM [40, Chapter 10.] by another distribution
produced by some imprecise inference models [41]. At
first glance it would seem that the proposed approach
is very similar to the weighted models, for example, [5].
Indeed, the resulting optimization problems sometimes
coincide with those used in the weighted models. However, in contrast to the weights models, the weights of
data points are probabilities of the points assigned in
a specific way which is determined by an underlying
imprecise probabilistic model.
The robustness of the proposed models is achieved
by considering sets of probability distributions of data
points produced by a number of imprecise probability
models. In order to solve the classification problem under the set of probability distributions we select two
probability distributions from the produced set. First,
we select the “worst” distribution providing the largest
value of the expected risk. It corresponds to the minimax (pessimistic) strategy in decision making and can
be interpreted as an insurance against the worst case
[29, Subsection 2.4.2.]. The second distribution minimizes the expected risk and corresponds to the minimin
(optimistic) strategy. By using these probability distributions and the above assumptions, we construct the
robust OCC model in the framework of OCC SVMs.
It turns out that quadratic programming problems implementing the SVM are constructed in a simple way
by using extreme points of the set of probabilities produced by imprecise probability models. In other words,
the assigned weights in the proposed models coincide
with one of the extreme points. This is a very important
feature of the minimax and minimin strategies proved
in the paper.
The following imprecise probability models are considered in the paper: the linear-vacuous mixture [41,
Subsections 3.3.5 and 4.6.5.] which can be regarded
as an extension of the well-known ε-contaminated (robust) model [18, Section 4.2.]; the pari-mutuel model,
the constant odds-ratio model; bounded vacuous and
bounded ε-contaminated robust models; KolmogorovSmirnov bounds. It is shown that the two last models
produce the same OCC models. In fact, a framework
for constructing robust imprecise OCC is proposed in
the paper.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the standard OCC problem proposed by Scholkopf et al.
[30, 32]. Robust models used in classification are considered in Section 3. The problem of the OCC under sets
of probability distributions is stated in the same section. The OCC SVMs under sets of probability distributions using the minimax and minimin strategies are
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given in Section 4. It is shown in this section that the
OCC model is determined by extreme points of a set of
probability distributions. Extreme points of the imprecise linear-vacuous mixture, pari-mutuel and constant
odds-ratio models are obtained in Section 5. Section 6
provides extreme points of the bounded ε-contaminated
robust model and Kolmogorov-Smirnov bounds. Numerical experiments with synthetic and real data illustrating accuracy of the proposed models are given in
Section 7. In Section 8, concluding remarks are made.

margin, i.e., we want ρ to be as large as possible so
that the volume of the halfspace hw,φ(xi )i ≥ ρ is minimized. Let us introduce the parameter ν ∈ [0; 1] which
is analogous to ν used for the ν-SVM [12, 31]. Roughly
speaking, it denotes the fraction of input data for which
hw,φ(xi )i ≤ ρ. To separate the data set from the origin,
we solve the following quadratic program:
n

1
1 X
2
kwk +
ξi − ρ,
w,ξ,ρ 2
νn i=1
min

subject to
2 One-class classification
Suppose we have unlabeled training data x1 , ..., xn ⊂
X , where n is the number of observations, X is some
set, for instance, it is a compact subset of Rm . Let
D = {xi }ni=1 be drawn i.i.d. from a distribution on X .
The sample space D is finite and discrete. According to
papers [30, 32], a well-known novelty detection or OCC
model aims to construct a function f which takes the
value +1 in a “small” region capturing most of the data
points and −1 elsewhere. It can be done by mapping the
data into the feature space corresponding to a kernel
and by separating them from the origin with maximum
margin.
Let φ be a feature map X → G such that the data
points are mapped into an alternative higher-dimensional
feature space G. In other words, this is a map into an inner product space G such that the inner product in the
image of φ can be computed by evaluating some simple kernel K(x, y) = (φ(x), φ(y)), such as the Gaussian
kernel
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K(x, y) = exp − kx − yk /σ 2 .
σ is the kernel parameter determining the geometrical
structure of the mapped samples in the kernel space. It
is pointed out by [42] that the problem of selecting a
proper parameter σ is very important in classification.
When a very small σ is used (σ → 0), K(x, y) → 0 for
all x 6= y and all mapped samples tend to be orthogonal to each other, despite their class labels. In this case,
both between-class and within-class variations are very
large. On the other hand, when a very large σ is chosen
(σ 2 → ∞), K(x, y) → 1 and all mapped samples converge to a single point. This obviously is not desired in
a classification task. Therefore, a too large or too small
σ will not result in more separable samples in G.
It is shown [7] that the data points lie on the surface
of a hypersphere in feature space since φ(x) · φ(x) =
K(x, x) = 1 (translation invariant kernels). Now we
have to find a hyperplane f (x, w) = hw,φ(xi )i − ρ = 0
that separates the data from the origin with maximal

hw,φ(xi )i ≥ ρ − ξi , ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n.
Slack variables ξi are used to allow points to violate
margin constraints.
Since nonzero slack variables ξi are penalized in the
objective function, we can expect that if w and ρ solve
this problem, then the decision function
f (x, w) = sgn (hw, φ(x)i − ρ)
will be positive for most examples xi contained in the
training set, while the SV type regularization term kwk
will still be small. The actual trade-off between these
two goals is controlled by ν.
Using multipliers αi , βi ≥ 0, we introduce a Lagrangian
n

L(w, ξ, ρ, α, β) =
−

1
1 X
2
kwk +
ξi − ρ
2
νn i=1
n
X

αi (hw,φ(xi )i − ρ + ξi ) −

i=1

n
X

βi ξ i .

i=1

It is shown that the dual problem is of the form:
n

min
α

n

1 XX
αi αj K(xi , xj ),
2 i=1 j=1

subject to
0 ≤ αi ≤

n
1 X
,
αi = 1.
νn i=1

The value of ρ can be obtained as
ρ = (hw,φ(xj )i) =

n
X

αi K(xi , xj ).

i=1

After substituting the obtained solution into the expression for the decision function f , we get
!
n
X
f (x, w) = sgn
αi K(xi , x) − ρ .
i=1
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3 Robust models and sets of probability
distributions
Robust models have been exploited in classification problems due to the opportunity to avoid some strong assumptions underlying the standard classification models. As pointed out by Xu et al [45], the use of robust
optimization in classification is not new. There are a lot
of published results providing various robust classification and regression models (see, for instance, [6, 9, 15,
22–24, 26, 28, 37, 46]) in which box-type uncertainty sets
are considered.
One of the popular robust classification models is
based on the assumption that inputs are subject to an
additive noise, i.e., x∗i = xi + 4xi , where noise 4xi is
governed by a certain distribution. The simplest way
for dealing with noise is to consider a simple bounded
uncertainty model k4xi k ≤ δi with uniform priors. According to this model, the data is uncertain, specifically,
for every i, i-th “true” data point is only known to belong to the interior of an Euclidian ball of radius δi centered at the “nominal” data point xi . This model has
a very clear intuitive geometric interpretation [2]. The
maximally robust classifier in this case is the one that
maximizes the radius of balls, i.e., it corresponds to the
largest radius such that the corresponding balls around
each data point are still perfectly separated. Applying
the above ideas to the SVM with the hinge loss function provides the following optimization problem (see,
for instance, a similar problem for binary classification
problem [4])
n

min

w,ξ,ρ,4xi

1
1 X
2
kwk +
ξi ,
2
νn i=1

subject to
hw,φ(xi + 4xi )i ≥ ρ − ξi , ξi ≥ 0,
2

k4xi k ≤ δi , i = 1, ..., n.
It is often assumed that each point can move around
within a box (k4xi k ≤ δi ). In this case, we have linear
constraints.
Another class of robust models is based on relaxing strong assumptions about a probability distribution of data points (see, for instance, [22]). We propose to use a model which can be partially regarded
as a special case of these models and is based on using
the framework of ε-contaminated (robust) models ([18,
Section 4.2.]). It is constructed by eliciting a Bayesian
prior distribution p = (p1 , ..., pn ) over the sample space
D as an estimate of the true prior distribution. The
ε-contaminated model or linear-vacuous mixture [41,
Subsection 2.9.2.] is a class M(ε, p) of probabilities π =

(π1 , ..., πn ) such that for fixed ε ∈ (0, 1) and pi there
holds M(ε, p) = {(1 − ε)pi + εqi }, where qi is arbitrary
and q1 + ... + qn = 1, i.e., πi = (1 − ε)n−1 + εqi . The
rate ε reflects how “close” we feel that π must be to p
[3, Subsection 3.5.3.]. In other words, we take an arbitrary probability distribution q = (q1 , ..., qn ) from the
unit simplex. According to these models, for 0 < ε < 1,
M(ε, p) is the set of all probabilities with the lower
bound (1 − ε}pi and the upper bound (1 − ε}pi + ε. Of
course, the assumption that q is restricted by the unit
simplex is one of possible types of ε-contaminated models. Generally, there are a lot of different assumptions
which produce specific robust models and which will be
studied below.
Let us rewrite the problem in a general form of minimizing the expected risk [40, Section 1.2.]
Z
R(w,ρ) =
L(x)dF0 (x).
Rm

Here the loss function L(x) can be represented as
L(x) = max {0, ρ − hw, φ(x)i} − ρν.
The standard SVM technique is to assume that F0
is empirical (non-parametric) probability distribution
whose use leads to the empirical expected risk
n

Remp (w,ρ) =

1X
L(w, φ(xi )).
n i=1

(1)

The assumption of the empirical probability distribution means that every point xi has the probability
pi = 1/n. This is a rather strong assumption when the
number of points is not large. Its validity might give rise
to doubt in this case [44]. Therefore, in order to relax
the strong condition for probabilities of points, we apply
the ε-contaminated model. According to the model, we
replace the probability distribution p = (1/n, ..., 1/n)
by the set of probability distributions M(ε, p). In other
words, there is an unknown precise “true” probability
distribution in M(ε, p), but we do not know it and only
know that it belongs to the set M(ε, p). While some
robust models [2] assume that each point can move
around within an Euclidean ball, the proposed robust
model assumes that the probability 1/n of each point
(but not a data point itself) can move around within a
unit simplex under some restrictions. This is the main
idea for constructing the robust OCC models below.
The notation M(ε) is used below instead of M(ε, p)
for short. Moreover, we will consider M(ε) as an arbitrary convex set of probability distributions without
pointing out that it is produced by the ε-contaminated
model.
One of the possible ways for dealing with the set
M(ε) of probability distributions produced by the above
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constraints is to use the minimax (pessimistic) strategy.
According to the minimax strategy, we select a probability distribution from the set M(ε) such that the
expected risk R(w,ρ) achieves its maximum for every
fixed w. It should be noted that the “optimal” probability distributions may be different for different values of
parameters w. The minimax strategy can be explained
in a simple way. We do not know a precise probability
distribution and every distribution from M(ε) can be
selected. Therefore, we should take the “worst” distribution providing the largest value of the expected risk.
The minimax criterion can be interpreted as an insurance against the worst case because it aims at minimizing the expected loss in the least favorable case [29,
Subsection 2.4.2.]. This criterion of decision making can
be regarded as the well-known Γ -minimax1 [3, 16, 38].
Let h = (h1 , ..., hn ) be a probability distribution
which belongs to the set M(ε). The maximum value of
the expected risk R(w,ρ) is

The next task is to minimize the upper expected
risk R(w,ρ) over the parameters w and ρ. This task
will be solved in the framework of the SVM.

4 The minimax strategy and the SVM
Let us add the standard Tikhonov regularization term
1
2 hw, wi (this is the most popular penalty or smoothness term) [36] to the objective function (3). The smoothness (Tikhonov) term can be regarded as a constraint
which enforces uniqueness by penalizing functions with
wild oscillation and effectively restricting the space of
admissible solutions (we refer to [13] for a detailed analysis of regularization methods). Moreover, we introduce
the following optimization variables:
ξi = max {0, ρ − hw, φ(xi )i} , G = max

k=1,...,t

n
X

(k)

hi ξi .

i=1

(4)
R(w,ρ) = max R(w,ρ).
h∈M(ε)

The minimax expected risk with respect to the minimax
strategy is now of the form:

This leads to the quadratic programming problem


1
hw, wi + G − ρν ,
(5)
R(wopt ,ρopt ) = min
w,ρ,G,ξi
2

R(wopt ,ρopt ) = min R(w,ρ) = min max R(w,ρ).

subject to

w,ρ

w,ρ h∈M(ε)

The upper bound for the expected risk can be found
as a solution to the following programming problem:
R(w,ρ) = max
h

n
X

G≥

i=1

h ∈ M(ε).

(2)

The obtained optimization problem is linear with
optimization variables h1 , ..., hn , but the objective function depends on w. Therefore, it can not be directly
solved by well-known methods. In order to overcome
this difficulty, note, however, that all points h belong
to a set of distributions M(ε) which has t extreme
(k)
(k)
points denoted
 H ∈ extr(M(ε)), k = 1, ..., t, H =

(k)

h1 , ..., hn . According to some general results from
linear programming theory, an optimal solution to the
above problem is achieved at extreme points of the simplex, and the number of its extreme points is t.
This implies that there holds
!
n
X
(k)
R(w,ρ) = max
hi L(w, φ(xi )) − ρν.
(3)
k=1,...,t

1

n
X

(k)

hi ξi , k = 1, ..., t.

i=1

hi L(w, φ(xi )) − ρν,

subject to

(k)

ξi ≥ ρ − hw, φ(xi )i , ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n,

Instead of minimizing the primary objective function (5), a dual objective function, the so-called Lagrangian, can be formed of which the saddle point is
the optimum. The Lagrangian is
1
L = hw, wi + G − ρν
2
n
n
X
X
−
λ i ξi −
ϕi (ξi − ρ + hw,φ(xi )i)
i=1

−

t
X

i=1

ηk

G−

n
X

!
(k)
hi ξi

.

i=1

k=1

Here λi , ηi , ϕi , i = 1, ..., n, are Lagrange multipliers.
Hence, the dual variables have to satisfy positivity constraints ηi ≥ 0, ϕi ≥ 0, λi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, ..., n. The
saddle point can be found by setting the derivatives
equal to zero
∂L/∂ρ = −ν +

n
X

ϕi = 0,

(6)

i=1

i=1

This criterion is often given in terms of utilities. Therefore,
it is usually called Γ -maximin.

∂L/∂G = 1 −

t
X
k=1

ηk = 0,

(7)
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∂L/∂ξi = −λi − ϕi +

t
X

(k)

ηk hi

= 0,

(8)

k=1

∂L/∂wj = wj −

n
X

(i)

ϕi φ(xj ) = 0, j = 1, ..., m.

(9)

i=1
(i)

Here xj is the value of the j-th feature of the i-th
example.
Using (6)-(8), we simplify the objective function as
L=

(s)

1
hw, wi −
ϕi · hw,φ(xi )i .
2
i=1

subject to
(k)

ηk hi , i = 1, ..., n,

ϕi = ν,

i=1

t
X

ηk = 1, ηi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n.

(12)

k=1

The function f (x) can be rewritten in terms of Lagrange multipliers as
f (x, w) =

n
X

ϕi K(xi , x) − ρ.

i=1

Hence, we find the optimal value of ρ by taking
f (x, w) = 0, i.e., there holds
ρ=

n
X

ϕi = ν.

(14)

The optimal solution corresponds to the smallest value
of the objective function (13).
Proof Let us write the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker complementarity conditions
ϕi (ξi − ρ + hw,φ(xi )i) = 0,
!
n
X
(k)
ηk G −
hi ξi = 0.
i=1

(11)

k=1
n
X

n
X
i=1

Finally, substituting wj from (9), we get the following
dual optimization problem


n X
n
X
1
ϕi ϕj K(xi , xj ) ,
(10)
max −
ϕi ,ηi
2 i=1 j=1

t
X

and constraints
0 ≤ ϕi ≤ hi , i = 1, ..., n,

n
X

0 ≤ ϕi ≤

Proposition 1 Optimization problem (10)-(12) can be
represented as a set of t quadratic programming problems with the objective function


n X
n
X
1
max −
ϕi ϕj K(xi , xj ) ,
(13)
ϕi
2 i=1 j=1

It follows from the second condition and from (4) that
Pn
(k)
G = i=1 hi ξi for a single value of k, say k = s, such
Pn
(k)
that s = arg maxk=1,...,n i=1 hi ξi . First, we assume
Pn
(k)
that values i=1 hi ξi do not coincide for different k.
Pn
(k)
This implies that G 6= i=1 hi ξi and, therefore, ηk =
0 for all k 6= s. In other words, we have optimal vectors
of variables ηk
(η1 , 0, ..., 0), (0, η2 , ..., 0), ..., (0, ..., 0, ηt ).
It follows from (12) that ηs = 1, and we get new optimal
vectors of variables ηk
(1, 0, ..., 0), (0, 1, ..., 0), ..., (0, ..., 0, 1).

ϕi K(xi , xj ).
Hence, we can write

i=1

Let us consider how the above problem can be modified in the “precise” case when we have a single precise
nonparametric probability distribution. In this case, we
can write t = 1, M(0) = (1/n, ..., 1/n). Hence, we get
Pt
(k)
= 1/n and the constraints for ϕi become
k=1 ηk hi
0 ≤ ϕi ≤ 1/n,

n
X

ϕi = ν.

i=1

This indeed gives the standard SVM. So, we get the
SVM approach under the minimax strategy taking into
account the introduced upper bounds.
In case of complete ignorance, we can write ε = 1
and the set M(1) is the unit simplex. This implies that
Pt
(k)
= ηi for every i = 1, ..., n, and a single
k=1 ηk hi
data point xi with the largest loss function L(w, φ(xi ))
completely defines the decision function f .

t
X

(k)

ηk hi

(s)

= hi .

k=1

Returning to the constraints (11)-(12) and substituting the above optimal vectors of variables ηk into (11),
we get constraints (14) for every s = 1, ..., t. Now we
assume
there arePtwo numbers k and l such that
Pthat
(l)
(k)
n
n
h
G =
i=1 i ξi =
i=1 hi ξi . Then every optimal
vector of variables ηi is of the form:
(0, .., ηk , 0, ..., ηl , ..., 0).
It follows from (12) that ηk + ηl = 1 and ηk ≤ 1, ηl ≤ 1.
(k)
The right side of the constraint (11) for ϕi is ηk hi +
(l)
ηl hi . In order to maximize the objective function L the
values of ϕi should be taken as large as possible under
(k)
(l)
condition K(xi , xj ) ≥ 0, i.e., the sum ηk hi + ηl hi
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has to be maximized. Its largest value is achieved when
ηk = 1 or ηl = 1. This
that we return to the
Pnimplies
(k)
first case when G = i=1 hi ξi for a single value of
k. The case of an arbitrary number of coinciding terms
Pn
(k)
i=1 hi ξi is proved in the same case.
Finally, we have to solve t quadratic programming
problems with constraints (14) and with the same objective functions L. If we denote the optimal value of
the objective function by a fixed value of s as Ls , then
the optimal values of ϕi , i = 1, ..., n, correspond to the
smallest value of objective function Ls , s = 1, ..., t.
If we have a precise probability distribution h of
(s)
learning points, then hi = hi for all s = 1, ..., t, all optimization problems are identical, and we get the standard weighted SVM [5, 47]. It follows from (14) that a
weight hi close to zero forces the corresponding ϕi to
also be close to zero, thus contributing very weakly to
the definition of the decision function.
The minimax strategy is one of the possible decision strategies which can be used by dealing with sets
of probability distributions. A direct opposite to this
strategy is the minimin strategy. According to the minimin strategy, the expected risk R is minimized over all
probability distributions from the set M(ε) as well as
over all values of parameters w, ρ. The strategy can be
called optimistic because it selects the “best” probability distribution from the set M(ε). In spite of the fact
that the minimin strategy is not robust, it is interesting
to consider how the SVM based on this strategy differs
from the “maximin” SVM.
Similarly to the minimax strategy, we can write
R(w,ρ) = min R(w,ρ).
h∈M(ε)

The lower bound for the expected risk can be found
as a solution to the following programming problem (see
the quite similar derivation for the minimax strategy):
!
n
X
R(w,ρ) = min
hi L(w, φ(xi )) − ρν ,
h∈M(ε)

i=1

subject to (2).
Hence, there holds
R(w,ρ) = min

k=1,...,t

n
X

!
(k)
hi L(w, φ(xi ))

− ρν

.

i=1

The next task is to minimize the lower expected
risk R(w,ρ) over the parameters w and ρ. In order to
solve this task, we have to solve t quadratic optimization problems of the form:
!
n
X
1
(k)
Rk (wopt ,ρopt ) = min
hw, wi +
hi ξi − ρν ,
w,ρ,ξi
2
i=1

subject to
ξi ≥ ρ − hw, φ(x)i , ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, ..., n.
The optimal values of the optimization variables
w,ρ, ξi , i = 1, ..., n, correspond to the smallest value of
objective function Rk , k = 1, ..., t. The smallest value of
the expected risk Rk corresponds to the largest value of
the Lagrangian. Hence, the following dual optimization
problem can be derived:
n

n

1 XX
Lk = −
ϕi ϕj K(xi , xj )
2 i=1 j=1
subject to
(k)

0 ≤ ϕk ≤ hi , i = 1, ..., n,

n
X

ϕi = ν.

i=1

The optimal values of ϕi , i = 1, ..., n, correspond
to the largest value of the objective function Lk , k =
1, ..., t, where t = n.
One can see from the above that we get quite the
same quadratic optimization problems as for the minimax strategy. However, in contrast to the minimax
strategy, we search for the largest value of the Lagrangian.

5 Important special imprecise neighbourhood
models
We briefly consider in this section some typical cases of
the initial information about the set M which can be
used in classification. First of all, we analyze imprecise
neighbourhood models. It has been indicated by Walley
[41, Subsection 4.6.5.], neighbourhood models are most
appropriate when there is substantial evidence which
supports an additive probability p but there is incomplete confidence in p. In practice it is difficult to assess additive probabilities and we prefer models which
do not require them. Rather than making precise assessments to determine p and adding imprecision by
forming a neighbourhood, it is easier to directly elicit a
model through imprecise assessments.
We consider how to apply neighbourhood models to
the OCC problem, i.e., we show how the constraints
to the dual quadratic programming problem have to
be changed. The objective function remains without
changes.
Every imprecise model is characterized by a common parameter ε. Usually ε measures the probability
that the elicited p is incorrect. There are other interpretations of the parameter ε. For example, it is the size
of possible errors in p or the amount of information on
which the model is based.
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5.1 The linear-vacuous mixture
The linear-vacuous mixture or ε-contaminated models
have been studied in Section 3. They produce the set
M(ε) of probabilities.
Proposition 2 The set M(ε) of probabilities under condition p = (1/n, ..., 1/n) has n extreme points. The extreme points consist of n − 1 elements (1 − ε)n−1 and
one element (1 − ε)n−1 + ε, i.e., they are of the form:


1−ε
1−ε
1−ε
, ...,
+ ε, ...,
.
n
n
n
Proof It follows from the fact that the unit simplex has
extreme points consisting of n − 1 elements 0 and one
element 1.
In sum, we get n optimization problems (13)-(14)
such that constraints (14) are of the form:
1−ε
, i 6= s,
n
1−ε
0 ≤ ϕs ≤
+ ε.
n
0 ≤ ϕi ≤

Proof It follows from the definition of extreme points
that an extreme point is an intersection of n linearly
independent (bounding) hyperplanes. This implies that
a subset of n of the hyperplanes are selected and their
equations are simultaneously solved in order to find an
extreme point. One of the equations is π1 + ... + πn = 1.
Hence, we select n − 1 equations of the form πi = (1 +
ε)/n and solve them. The following proof is obvious.
The pari-mutuel model has a restriction on the values of ε. Its value has to satisfy the condition (1+ε)/n−
ε ≥ 0. Hence, there holds ε ≤ 1/(n−1). If this condition
is not satisfied, then MP (ε) is empty.
In sum, we get n optimization problems (13)-(14)
such that constraints (14) are of the form:
1+ε
, i 6= s,
n
1+ε
− ε.
0 ≤ ϕs ≤
n
0 ≤ ϕi ≤

5.3 Constant odds-ratio models
Another type of neighbourhood models is the so-called
constant odds-ratio (π, ε) model. The set of probability
distribution for the model is defined as

5.2 Pari-mutuel models

MC (ε) = {π : πi /πj ≥ (1 − ε)pi /pj }.

Different types of models can be constructed in the
framework of neighbourhood. One of the models is Walley’s imprecise pari-mutuel model [41, Subsection 3.3.5.]
for which the set of probability distributions is defined
as follows:

Here i and j are arbitrary numbers of points from 1 to
n, ε ∈ [0, 1). The probability πj can not be 0 because if
πj = 0 and pi /pj > 0 ∀i, j, then we can always find the
non-zero probability πk such that πj /πk = 0 by k 6= j
and πj /πk does not satisfy the model condition.
The upper and lower probabilities of the i-th point
are written as
(1 − ε)πi
πi
, πi =
.
πi =
1 − ε (1 − πi )
1 − ε (1 − πi )

MP (ε) = {π : πi ≤ (1 + ε)pi }.
The above class is such that the probabilities of
events do not exceed a constant multiple of pi . The set
M(ε) can be obtained from MP (ε) by reflecting M(ε)
about the point π. Lower and upper probabilities of the
i-th point are max {(1 + ε)pi − ε, 0} and (1 + ε)pi , respectively. The difference between the upper and lower
probabilities is ε. It is constant over all events for which
pi is not too close to 0 or 1.
Let us consider the extreme points of the set MP (ε)
under condition that the empirical distribution is p =
(1/n, ..., 1/n).
Proposition 3 The set MP (ε) under condition p =
(1/n, ..., 1/n) has n extreme points. The extreme points
consist of n − 1 elements (1 + ε)n−1 and one element
(1 + ε)n−1 − ε, i.e., they are of the form:


1+ε
1+ε
1+ε
, ...,
− ε, ...,
.
n
n
n

Walley [41, Subsection 2.9.4.] indicates that the constant odds-ratio model is convenient for statistical applications because its form is not changed by conditioning or statistical updating. If the constant odds-ratio
(π, ε) model is used to represent prior beliefs about a
statistical parameter, and statistical data are obtained,
then posterior beliefs are represented by the constant
odds-ratio (π1 , ε) model, where π1 is the posterior of π
defined by Bayes’ rule.
Let us consider the extreme points of the set MC (ε)
under condition p = (1/n, ..., 1/n).
Proposition 4 The set MC (ε) under condition p =
(1/n, ..., 1/n) has 2n extreme points. The first n points
are


1−ε
1
1−ε
, ...,
, ...,
,
n(1 − ε) + ε
n(1 − ε) + ε
n(1 − ε) + ε
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(15)
where the element (n(1 − ε) + ε)−1 in the k-th extreme
point is located on the k-th position. The second n points
are


1
1−ε
1
, ...,
, ...,
,
(16)
n−ε
n−ε
n−ε
where the element (1 − ε)/(n − ε) in the k-th extreme
point is located on the k-th position.
Proof It follows from the definition of the set MC (ε)
that it is produced by the set of inequalities
πi ≥ (1 − ε)πj , ∀i, j = 1, ..., n,
and one equality π1 + ... + πn = 1. Every extreme point
of MC (ε) is determined by considering n − 1 equalities
πi = (1 − ε)πj . Without loss of generality, we take n − 1
equalities of the form

At the same time, the corresponding point belongs to
the set MC (ε) if the condition πk ≥ (1−ε)πl is fulfilled.
However, it is not fulfilled because
πk = (1 − ε)2 πl ≤ (1 − ε)πl .
We get the contradiction. Therefore, we have 2n extreme points (15) and (16).
It should be noted that we have only two extreme
points when n = 2 because the points obtained by
means of (15) and (16) coincide.
In sum, we get n optimization problems (13)-(14)
such that constraints (14) for s = 1, ..., n are of the
form:
1−ε
, i 6= s,
n(1 − ε) + ε
1
0 ≤ ϕs ≤
,
n(1 − ε) + ε
0 ≤ ϕi ≤

πi = (1 − ε)π1 , i = 2, ..., n.

constraints (14) for s = n + 1, ..., 2n are of the form:

By substituting the above into the condition for the
sum of probabilities, we get

0 ≤ ϕi ≤

π1 + (n − 1)(1 − ε)π1 = 1.
Hence there holds
π1 =

1
1−ε
, πi =
, i = 2, ..., n.
n(1 − ε) + ε
n(1 − ε) + ε

It is easy to prove that the extreme points are of the
form (15) and their number is n. Let us take another
subset of equalities for looking for extreme points

1
, i 6= s − n,
n−ε
1−ε
.
0 ≤ ϕs−n ≤
n−ε

By analyzing the above models (linear-vacuous mixture, pari-mutuel, constant odds-ratio), we can see that
extreme points have n − 1 identical elements and a single different element. This implies that we choose one
point from the training set and assign a smaller or larger
weight to this point. Of course, weights of other points
are also changed. But they remain identical.

π1 = (1 − ε)πi , i = 2, ..., n.
By substituting the above into the condition for the
sum of probabilities, we get


n−1
π1 1 +
= 1.
1−ε
Hence there holds
π1 =

1−ε
1
, πi =
, i = 2, ..., n.
n−ε
n−ε

In sum, the next n extreme points are of the form (16).
Let us prove that there are no more extreme points.
Suppose that there are different extreme points. Then
constraints produced every extreme point has to contain the following equalities
πk = (1 − ε)πj , πj = (1 − ε)πl .
Here k 6= j and j 6= l. It follows from the above conditions that
πk = (1 − ε)2 πl .

6 Bounded contaminated model and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov bounds
We consider three interesting uncertainty models in this
section, which are quite different, but two of them provide the same extreme points for their use in the weighted
SVM. In other words, these uncertainty models produce
the same classification models.

6.1 Upper bounded vacuous and bounded
ε-contaminated robust models
The set M(1) in the linear-vacuous mixture by ε → 1
can be regarded as a “vacuous” model because it is not
informative and is of the largest size. As a result, almost all data points in the training set by the minimax
or minimin strategies and by ε → 1 have probabilities 0 except for a single point. In order to reduce the
set M(1) we consider a simple generalization of the
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vacuous model by introducing upper bounds for the
probabilities h1 , ..., hn , namely, we state that hi ≤ ϑ,
i = 1, ..., n, where ϑ is some number between 1/n and
1. We denote the reduced set of probability distributions as MU (ϑ). The lower possible bound for ϑ is 1/n
because the set MU (ϑ) becomes empty when ϑ < 1/n.
In sum, we can state that the set MU (ϑ) is produced by the following system of 2n inequalities and
one equality:
0 ≤ hi ≤ ϑ, i = 1, ..., n, h1 + ... + hn = 1.

(17)

It is not difficult to find all extreme points of the set
MU (ϑ), which strongly depend on the value ϑ.
Proposition 5 Let k be an integer from 1 to n−1 such
that the following condition is fulfilled:
1
1
<ϑ≤
.
n−k+1
n−k

(18)

n

Then the set MU (ϑ) has t = k · k extreme points
such that every extreme point consists of exactly n − k
elements ϑ, k − 1 elements 0 and one element 1 − (n −
k)ϑ.
Proof It follows from the system of 2n inequalities (17)
that every extreme point satisfies n−1 equalities hi = 0
(their number is, say, s) and hi = ϑ (their number is
n − s − 1). The next question is how to find the value s.
Without loss of generality, we suppose that hi = ϑ for
i = 1, ..., n − s − 1, and hi = 0 for i = n − s, ..., n − 1.
Hence, we can write

For example, if n = 3 and ϑ = 0.4, then k = 1, and
we have three extreme points of the form (ϑ, ϑ, 1 − 2ϑ),
i.e.,
(0.4, 0.4, 0.2), (0.4, 0.2, 0.4), (0.2, 0.4, 0.4).
Note that points of the form (ϑ, 1 − ϑ, 0) do not belong
to the set MU (ϑ) in this case because 1 − ϑ ≥ ϑ and
the condition hi ≤ ϑ is violated.

So, we have to solve k · nk quadratic programming
problems (13)-(14) for computing f (x, w) with respect
to the minimax and minimin strategies. Let Mr be a
subset of n − k indices 1, ..., n. Problem (13)-(14) is
solved for every r = 1, ..., n and every subset Mr ⊂
{1, 2, ..., n}\{r}. Constraints (14) by fixed r and Mr
are of the form:
0 ≤ ϕr ≤ 1 − (n − k)ϑ,
0 ≤ ϕi ≤ ϑ, i ∈ Mr ,
ϕj = 0, j ∈
/ Mr , j 6= r.
Let us return to the ε-contaminated robust model
and consider the question how the set M(ε) is changed
in the case of bounded set MU (ϑ). Every extreme point
in the modified (restricted) set M(ε, ϑ) has exactly n−k
elements (1 − ε)n−1 + εϑ, k − 1 elements (1 − ε)n−1 and
one element (1 − ε)n−1 + ε (1 − (n − k)ϑ).

6.2 Lower bounded vacuous models

n−s−1
< ϑ(n − s − 1) ≤ 1.
n−k+1

Another generalization of the vacuous model is obtained
by introducing lower bounds for the probabilities h1 , ..., hn ,
namely, we state that hi ≥ θ, i = 1, ..., n, where θ is
some number between 0 and 1/n. We denote the reduced set of probability distributions as ML (θ). The
upper possible bound for θ is 1/n because the set ML (θ)
becomes empty when θ > 1/n.
In sum, we can state that the set ML (θ) is produced by the following system of 2n inequalities and
one equality:

Hence, there holds n − s − 1 ≤ n − k. We also can write

θ ≤ hi ≤ 1, i = 1, ..., n, h1 + ... + hn = 1.

n−s−1
X

hi = ϑ(n − s − 1) ≤ 1.

i=1

Condition (18) implies that

(19)

n−s
hi ≤ ϑ + ϑ(n − s − 1) ≤
.
n−k

Proposition 6 The set ML (θ) has t = n extreme points
such that every extreme point consists of exactly n − 1
elements θ and one element 1 − (n − 1)θ.

Hence, there holds n − s − 1 ≥ n − k − 1. So, we have
two variants of the extreme points: n − s − 1 = n − k
and n − s − 1 = n − k − 1. Let us prove that the second
variant is not valid. Indeed, the probability hn in this
case is 1 − (n − k)ϑ + ϑ > ϑ. We get the contradiction
because hn ≤ ϑ. Hence, we get n − s − 1 = n − k. The
proof of all extreme points is obvious now.

Proof It follows from the system of 2n inequalities (19)
that every extreme point satisfies to n − 1 equalities
hi = 1 (their number is s) and hi = θ (their number
is n − s − 1). Suppose s = 1 or larger. Then hj = 0 if
j 6= i. But hj ≥ θ. This implies that s = 0, and we have
n − 1 equalities hi = θ. The proof of all extreme points
is obvious now.

hn +

n−s−1
X
i=1
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In sum, we get n optimization problems (13)-(14)
such that constraints (14) are of the form:
0 ≤ ϕi ≤ θ, i 6= s,
0 ≤ ϕs ≤ 1 − (n − 1)θ.

6.3 Kolmogorov-Smirnov bounds
One of the ways for taking into account the amount of
statistical data and for constructing bounds for the set
of probability distributions is using the KolmogorovSmirnov confidence limits for the empirical cumulative
distribution function Fn (x) (see [43, Section 1.1.] for
details). It is a quite different model which does not
have anything common with the neighbourhood models
at first glance. However, we will see an interesting link
between the models.
If we assume that F (x) is some unknown true probability distribution of points from the training set, then
we can choose a critical value of the test statistic dn,1−γ
such that a band of width ±dn,1−γ around Fn (x) will
entirely contain F (x) with probability 1 − γ, which is
to be interpreted as a confidence statement in the frequentist statistical framework. The ways for computing
dn,1−γ by given n and γ can be found in the book [19,
Subsection 8.9.3.].
By taking into account that the bounds are cumulative distribution functions, we write the following
bounds F n (x) and F n (x) for some unknown distribution function F (x):
F n (x) ≤ F (x) ≤ F n (x),

(20)

where
F n (x) = max(Fn (x) − dn,1−γ ), 0),
F n (x) = min(Fn (x) + dn,1−γ , 1).
It can be seen from the above inequality that the
left tail of the upper probability distribution is dn,1−γ .
The right tail of the lower probability distribution is
1 − dn,1−γ .
It has been shown by Utkin and Coolen [39] that
the largest value of the expected risk is achieved at the
probability distribution which coincides with the lower
Kolmogorov-Smirnov confidence limit. Moreover, it has
been shown that this distribution has k−1 jumps of size
0, one jump of size k/n−dn,1−γ and the other jumps all
of size 1/n, where k is determined from the condition
dn,1−γ n < k ≤ dn,1−γ n + 1.
It is assumed here that there are no coinciding points,
i.e., xj 6= xi for every j 6= i. This assumption can be

relaxed for the case of coincident points. In this case,
the number of jumps is reduced.
It is important to point out here that KolmogorovSmirnov bounds use an assumption that there is a jumps
1 − dn,1−γ which is located at boundary points of X
far from all data points (see [39] for details). Therefore, in order to normalize the sizes of jumps at points
x1 , ..., xn , every size has to be divided into 1 − dn,1−γ .
As a result, we get one jump of size
k − ndn,1−γ
,
n(1 − dn,1−γ )
n − k jumps of size
1
,
n(1 − dn,1−γ )
and k − 1 jumps of size 0.
Let us denote
1
ϑ=
.
n(1 − dn,1−γ )
Then we get one jump equal to 1−(n−k)ϑ, n−k jumps
equal to ϑ, k − 1 jumps of size 0. Moreover, the value
ϑ fulfils the following condition:
1
1
<ϑ≤
.
n−k+1
n−k
It follows from the above that we have obtained extreme points of the upper bounded vacuous model. In
other words, the set of probability distributions produced by Kolmogorov-Smirnov bounds and by the upper bounded vacuous model coincide. This is a very
important feature which provides a way for interpretation of the bound ϑ in terms of critical values of the
test statistic dn,1−γ . The above can be regarded as a
proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 7 The upper bounded vacuous model and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov bounds produce the same classification models.
Quadratic programming problems (13)-(14) are constructed and solved in the same way as in the case of
the bounded vacuous model.
The upper bounded vacuous model and the model
using Kolmogorov-Smirnov bounds have another interesting property. Every extreme point has k − 1 zerovalued elements. This implies that weights of k − 1
points from the training set are 0, i.e., these points
are not used in computing the optimal parameters. Of
course, every point from the training set is used, but
it is used by taking other extreme points. The number
of the zero-valued points strongly depends on the total number of points n in the training set and on the
parameter ϑ or the confidence probability 1 − γ.
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7 Experiments
The models proposed in this paper are illustrated via
several examples, all computations have been performed
using the statistical software R. We investigate the performance of the proposed method and compare it with
the standard SVM approach by considering the accuracy (ACC), which is the proportion of correctly classified cases on a sample of data and is often used to quantify the predictive performance of classification methods. ACC is an estimate of a classifier’s probability of
a correct response, and it is an important statistical
measures of the performance an OCC test. ACC can
formally be written as
N
1 X
ACC =
(I(yi · f (xi , w) ≥ 0)) ,
N i=1

where yi is the label of the i-th test example xi ; I(·) is
the indicator function.
The labels yi are unknown for the classifier. However, in order to evaluate it, testing examples are divided into two classes whose labels are −1 for abnormal
examples and 1 for other examples.
We will denote the accuracy measure for models using the linear-vacuous mixture as ACClv , the constant
odds-ratio model as ACCor and for the standard SVM
as ACCst .
All experiments use a standard Gaussian radial basis function (GRBF) kernel with the kernel parameter
σ. Different values for the parameter σ have been tested,
choosing those leading to the best results.
We consider the performance of our method with
synthetic data having two features x1 and x2 . The training set consisting of two subsets is generated in accordance with the normal probability distributions such
that N1 = (1 − ε0 )N examples (the first subset) are
generated with mean values m1 = (4, 4) and N2 = ε0 N
examples (the second subset) have mean values m2 =
(12, 12). The standard deviation is s = 2 for both subsets and both features. Here ε0 is a portion of abnormal
examples in training set.
The parameters ν and ε0 are 0.1 and 0.1, respectively. We take N = 30, ε = 0.3, σ = 100. The corresponding accuracy measures for the minimax strategy are ACClv = 0.608, ACCor = 0.596 and ACCst =
0.596. One can see from the results that the linearvacuous mixture provides better accuracy in comparison with other models. The accuracy measures for the
minimin strategy are ACClv = 0.574, ACCor = 0.57
and ACCst = 0.592. Here the standard approach gives
better results.
Now we increase the parameter ε = 0.4. The corresponding accuracy measures for the minimax strat-

egy are ACClv = 0.564, ACCor = 0.582 and ACCst =
0.576. The accuracy measures for the minimin strategy are ACClv = 0.602, ACCor = 0.578 and ACCst =
0.598. The obtained results show that the constant oddsratio model is better by the minimax strategy. However,
the linear-vacuous mixture provides better accuracy in
case of the minimin strategy.
The contours f (x, w) = 0 and generated data points
with the above parameters are shown Fig. 1 where pictures (a) and (b) correspond to the minimax and the
minimin strategies by ε = 0.3, pictures (c) and (d)
correspond to the minimax and the minimin strategies
by ε = 0.4, respectively. Three models are compared:
the linear-vacuous mixture (thick curve), the constant
odds-ratio (thin curve) and the standard SVM by ε = 0
(dashed curve).
The next experiment is to study how the robust
models work when there are no outliers. In other words,
we take ε0 = 0. The contours f (x, w) = 0 and generated data points by ε0 = 0 are shown Fig. 2 where pictures (a) and (b) correspond to the minimax and the
minimin strategies by ε = 0.3, pictures (c) and (d) correspond to the minimax and the minimin strategies by
ε = 0.4, respectively. We again compare three models:
the linear-vacuous mixture (thick curve), the constant
odds-ratio (thin curve) and the standard SVM by ε = 0
(dashed curve).
If ε = 0.3 (other parameters are without changes),
then we get for the minimax strategy: ACClv = 0.75,
ACCor = 0.75 and ACCst = 0.753. The corresponding accuracy measures for the minimin strategy are
ACClv = 0.734, ACCor = 0.725 and ACCst = 0.723.
If ε = 0.4 (other parameters are without changes),
then we get for the minimax strategy: ACClv = 0.749,
ACCor = 0.749 and ACCst = 0.739. The corresponding accuracy measures for the minimin strategy are
ACClv = 0.689, ACCor = 0.756 and ACCst = 0.736.
As a further example analyzed models are applied
to the well-known “Iris” data set from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [14]. The data set contains 3
classes (Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolour, Iris Virginica) of 50
instances each. The number of features is 4 (sepal length
in cm, sepal width in cm, petal length in cm, petal width
in cm). It is supposed that data from the Iris Setosa
class are abnormal. The number of training data n is
30. For the experiment, n points are randomly selected
such that (1−ε0 )n points are taken from the set of positively labelled examples and ε0 n points are from negatively labelled examples. Here ε0 = 50/150 ' 0.333.
The parameters for modelling are v = 0.2, σ = 12.9.
The accuracy measures for the minimax strategy are
ACClv = 0.933, ACCor = 0.847 and ACCst = 0.74.
If we take n = 50 and σ = 31.6, then the accuracy
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Fig. 1 The contours f (x, w) = 0 by ε0 = 0.1

Fig. 2 The contours f (x, w) = 0 by ε0 = 0

measures for the minimax strategy are ACClv = 0.913,
ACCor = 0.88 and ACCst = 0.88. One can see that
the quality of different models equalizes with increase
of the size of the training set, i.e., the impact of the
contaminated parameter ε is reduced.

8 Conclusion

Robust OCC models have been proposed in the paper, which are based on using the imprecise statistical
models instead of the empirical probability distribution
accepted in the standard SVM. Classification parameters of every model are obtained by solving a finite set
of simple quadratic programming problems whose solu-
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tion does not meet any difficulties. The simplicity of the
OCC models follows from the fact that the optimal solution is achieved at one of the extreme points of a set
of probability distributions produced by the underlying imprecise statistical model. The minimax and minimin strategies are used for choosing a single “optimal”
probability distribution from the set of distributions.
These strategies have a clear explanation and justification in the framework of decision theory. However,
they are “extreme” in the sense that they provide too
pessimistic and optimistic decisions. Therefore, decision
strategies different from the above can also be applied
to the OCC and investigated. It should be noted that
the minimin strategy is not robust. However, it is introduced as the second “extreme” case which provides
some optimistic decision. Moreover, both strategies can
be a basis for the so-called “cautious” strategy which is
the linear combination of minimax and minimin strategies with a “caution” parameter. The “cautious” strategy is similar to Hurwicz criterion in decision theory. It
is also interesting to study the mean value of expected
losses over all extreme points or the linear mixture of
the “extreme” strategies. This is an important direction
for future research.
The algorithm for computing the optimal parameters of every OCC model can be easily implemented
with standard functions of the statistical software package R. Experimental results with synthetic and some
real data reported have shown that the proposed robust OCC models are comparable with the standard
approach proposed by Scholkopf et al. [30, 32] for some
initial parameters. At the same time, the paper does not
contain a detailed experimental study of the proposed
models because its main aim is to provide a framework
for constructing the robust OCC models. Some experimental results are given in the paper for illustrating
opportunities of the proposed models and their possible outperforming the standard approach.
One of the advantages of the proposed OCC models
is that they reflect the possible violation of too strong
assumptions about uniformity of the probability mass
function of data points accepted in the standard approach during testing. This violation is taken into account by considering the set of probability distributions.
Another important direction for future work is to
apply the imprecise statistical models to the OCC model
proposed by Tax and Duin [35, 34], to the model proposed by Campbell and Bennett [8], which uses linear programming techniques. It is interesting to apply
the proposed imprecise models to the logistic regression
models [27].

Finally, it is also worth noticing that the proposed
models can easily be extended on the case of binary or
multi-class classification.
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